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INTRODUCTION 

 

Dear friends, 

It is a great honour to present our Croatian experience here to you, and hope that it 

will be a useful contribution in presenting the possibilities and benefits of the 

therapeutic riding programmes. 

As most of you know, Croatia as Country in transition and therefore has many 

specific circumstances which act in the process of the development of therapeutic 

riding in this region.  

Later I will try to explain the way in which we started and developed the therapeutic 

riding programmes. 

A fact is that most problems connected to civilised society are unique all around the 

world. Aggressiveness, lack of understanding, no acceptance of differences in 

society – these have existed since the beginning of time, but it is now a growing 

human problem current in present society. The best way to contribute and support 

any kind of changes in society is to work with the young.  

So, by finding a way to contribute to the educational process – you have the 

greatest opportunity participate and to be an influence for future changes.     

Disadvantaged teenagers, juveniles and at risk children are giving cause for 

concern, not only to parents and peers but also to teachers.  Although they have 

normal or often a high IQ, due to a lack of social skills, they continue to cause 

distress and problems to society and themselves. 
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This is not the time or place to talk about causes, family or Church as possible 

forces in resolving this growing social and educational problem.  

From our experiences in seeking new possibilities in the educational process I want 

to contribute and explain the advantages to all. 

There is one very important concept in psychology which inspired us to start the 

project. That concept is EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE. 

Emotional intelligence is the ability and skill, to recognise emotions, to control and 

direct them in a positive (acceptable to society). Terms which have been used 

before and cover a similar meaning - Intrapersonal and interpersonal intelligence, 

we can understand as preconditions of achieving harmony with oneself and the 

world around. 

People who are close to horsemanship, in this case can recognize the best images 

of a well socialized horse in a therapeutic riding programme. 

We talk about, and will always recognize the benefits we get from horses physical 

constitution. But, I would like to repeat the sentence of my dear friend and mentor, 

Mrs Marjorie Kittredge: 

“Horses are our friends, but they are also our teachers. The best one…”  

So, we use them in our programme as partners in educational and pedagogical 

projects. 

Young people, even those who don't have any recognised disability, need help to 

develop self-esteem, to learn to communicate on different levels, to understand and 

control their own and the emotions of others. 

 

ELABORATION 

 

Before discussing experiences I would like to thank to AED, Cro NGO , USAID and 

Lotus Trust, who supported our vision for starting this project  and  enabled the  

foundation essentials  for future integration in educational system. 
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In this project we used therapeutic riding programme in order to develop emotional 

intelligence through learning how to communicate at different levels for different 

groups of young people. 

Ideas grow from problems. 

Our part of the world has no tradition of voluntary work in the way that it exists in 

other countries; therefore it is a problem - especially if you want to start or keep a 

therapeutic riding program.  The community are trying to recover after the years of 

war, and with added pressures of numerous economical and social problems, it 

obviously has other needs. 

If you recognize the need - and if you turn your weakness into your strength – you 

can win – we did just that 

When we started, 7 years ago, our society needed a positive message, a message 

about goals and the way to achieve something… 

The name of organisation we founded is MOGU – it means I can or They can. It was 

our beginning. 

Then, with lot of support of our National organization for sport for disabled, 

INTERNATIONAL PARLYMPIC EQUESTRIAN COMITEE, great ladies – Mrs 

Jonquil Solt, Mrs Sue Adams, Mrs Inger Bryant and Mrs Marjorie Kittredge, we 

transformed our idea into something like a miracle. 

A year after founding of MOGU organization (therapeutic riding activity existed five 

years earlier, but not as independent organization).  In 1998 - we organised the first 

National Championship… and… 

 

 acted as host for the first Croatian Seminar on “Horsemanship for People 

 with Invalidity”. There were over 160 participants with lecturers from GB, 

 USA, Denmark and Slovenia. 

 

 Our riders represented Croatia in the national team that took part  
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 and successfully completed the 4th World Championship in Dressage for 

 Disabled riders. (Aarhus, Denmark). 

 Presented our work in Council of Europe (Strasbourg November 1999). 

 

 Were awarded the 1999 Humanity plaque presented by Osijek-Baranje 

 County. 

 Our rider Boris Zrmanjac earned the wild card and successfully competed in 

 the Sydney Paralympics in 2000. 

 

Today, we have the THERAPEUTIC RIDING ASSOCIATION OF CROATIA, 

enabling active therapeutic riding programmes in ten Croatian cities…and - I am 

here to talk to you and explain our aims and methodology. 

 

The success of our society was recognised through equestrian programmes for 

disabled and achievements in the field of sports competitions. It may sound strange, 

but as I told you – our part of the world needed a positive message - our riders 

provided that.  That enabled us to develop the basic therapeutic programmes which 

exist in the present form. 

 

We had no volunteers, everyone wanted to be paid.  

 

We were surrounded, as usual, by many children who were attracted to horses, we 

asked them for help. These children were not able to pay in regular riding clubs, 

they came from disturbed families, and, as we later recognised later, most of them 

were marked as problems in schools. 

 

So, we started individual pedagogical programmes with these children, taking a risk 

implementing them in basic therapeutic riding programme. We made a connection 

with schools and families, through meetings with parents, teachers and educators – 

we offered them our cooperation – it was accepted, so we began.  
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From this we received beneficial and extremely positive experience in working with 

disadvantaged and at-risk children.  The evaluation was carried out by special 

educators, and the results surprised us all.  

 

As a result of our work with disadvantaged and at-risk children involved in our 

programme the development of self-esteem, social skills, concentration ability and 

general success in regular school programs was recognised. 

 

The final inspiration for our new project came from AGAPE Therapeutic Riding 

Centre, Indiana, USA - where they had a programme of school cooperation, in a 

different system to ours. 

 

We offered official cooperation to elementary schools, preschool organisations and 

high schools. They all accepted. 

 

Now, in 2003 we have a strong educational and pedagogical programme as part of 

our regular work.  

 

Our concept and methodology is accepted by the Croatian Educational Authority 

and published in ZRNO (SEED), March/June 2001 a family and school magazine. 

 

PROJECT - THERAPEUTIC RIDING IN PEDAGOGICAL FORM 

 

TARGET GROUP - CHILDREN WITH:       

*   ANTISOCIAL BEHAVIOUR 

*   LACK OF CONCENTRATION 

*   EMOTIONAL DISORDER 
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* NEUROTICAL DISORDER (AGGRESIVITY, DEPRESSION, HYPERACTIVITY.) 

 

MAIN GOAL: 

PROVOKING POSITIVE BEHAVOURIAL CHANGES  

IN SCHOOL CHILDREN POPULATION 

 

 

ADITIONAL GOALS: 

 ESTABLISH IN TARGET GROUP POSITIVE PERCEPTION AND POSITIVE 

 ATITUDE IN RELATION TO THEMSELVES  

 ESTABLISH IN TARGET GROUP POSITIVE PERCEPTION AND POSITIVE 

 ATITUDE IN RELATION TO THE REST OF THE WORLD 

 PROVOKE  DEVELOPMENT OF EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE AND 

 SOCIAL SKILLS  

 

 

METHOD: 

– THERAPEUTING RIDING  

 

o PARTICIPATION IN PROGRAMME AS HELPER WITH 

 HANDICAPED PERSON AND IN REGULAR RIDING PROGRAM 

o LEARNING BASIC COMMUNICATION SKILLS OR DEVELOPING 

 EXISTING ONES 

  WORKSHOPS  ABOUT RECOGNIZING OWN AND OTHERS  

  EMOTIONS  

  WORKSHOPS ABOUT EXPRESING AND CONTROL  EMOTIONS IN 

  SOCIALLY ACCEPTABLE WAYS  
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  WORKSHOPS ABOUT IMPROVING COOPERATION SKILLS (  

  UNDERSTANDING, TRUST, TEAM ACTING…) 

 

 

MAIN POINTS OF PROGRAM 

 

1. CONTACT WITH HORSE - Achieving basic riding skills  

The first contact between children and so big and powerful an animal as the horse is 

met with shock, uneasiness or fear manifested in different ways. That reaction is 

used as a challenge and motivation for future involvement in the programme. To a 

skilful instructor that situation gives a chance for the communication and setting up 

of a positive relationship with the child.  In time the desire for achieving skills and the 

ability to communicate with horse will be evident. 

 

2. CONTACT WITH PERSON WITH DISABILITY – Cognition of own important role 

in therapeutic riding programme as horse leader or side walker… 

 

Adventure of first contact (previously well prepared and organised) for the person 

with disability brings a new dimension into the picture of the world for the child with 

behavioural disorders, giving a real feeling of self importance in that relationship. 

This gives the opportunity to learn how to achieve and enjoy in team success.  

 

3. SPECIFIC RELATIONSHIP WITH INSTRUCTOR 

Feeling of own importance and responsibility in achieving therapeutic goals for 

people with disability and relationship based on trust and cooperation – reinforces 

self recognition as a positive and essential person.  Even with private riding lessons 

instructors can teach communication, basic emotions, understanding, trust and 

cooperation… 
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CONCLUSION 

 

As the horse with his power started the great revolution in civilisation in the 19th 

century and changed the world, in the 21st century he can also help us to change  

ourselves.  Cooperation with educational institutions and therapeutic programmes 

are also a part of that. 

 


